The role of transformation in the variability of the Neisseria gonorrhoeae cell surface.
This review discusses the genetic basis for surface changes in Neisseria gonorrhoeae and the role of specific transformation reactions in producing them. Variation in the structure of pilin, the subunit of gonococcal pili, occurs by transformation-mediated recombination of DNA segments in storage loci with the expression locus. These pilin loci have low recombination potential since their sequences contain only short uninterrupted identical sequences. The DNA within storage or silent loci are also relatively deficient in the short defined sequences which target DNA for efficient uptake and thus have relatively low affinity for the DNA transport system. Consequently, pilin-encoding DNA segments constitute relatively poor substrates for the general transformation system of gonococci. These considerations suggest the existence of locus-specific factors which increase the efficiency of genetic exchange between pilin loci. I raise the speculative hypothesis that one function of transformation-mediated DNA entry is to provide a regulatory stimulus signalling the death of neighbouring gonococci. This regulatory shift might lead to production of factors which accelerate genetic reshuffling of pilin loci either by transformation per se using external DNA as donor, or via a recombinational process which utilizes internally derived DNA segments as donors. A signalling function for transforming DNA also clarifies several general properties of specific transformation reactions.